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       In the course of this ministry to public school (PS) children it became increasingly apparent that there was an inordinate number of

obstacles and overriding influences obstructing evangelical and religious parents and families from obtaining the preferred type of PS attitude,
or PS spiritual environment for their children which hasn't been positively touched in over 100 years of reforms. "The only people who seem to

have nothing to do with the education of the children are the parents." - G.K. Chesterton (approx. 1905)!  And parents want an alternative.

       This Scope contains the series of documents that will identify some of these irrational and inappropriate obstacles and provide an

alternative work-around solution to benefit those evangelical children, parents and families.  The work-around plan is based on conscientious
objection to the Supreme Court's covert Secular Religion which we define and prove in the links below.  The work-around plan is called The
HISways PLAVNIC Christian Public School.  The PLAVNIC acronym stands for: "Privately Licensed, All Volunteer, Non denominational,

Independent, Christian Charter Public School."  Someone has already remarked: "That's impossible!"  However, ignoring the doubters,
Hisways USA, Inc. has produced  "The Parents' PLAVNIC PETITION For Redress From The Supreme Court's Secular Religion in Public

Schools." .  It's purpose is to generate groups of like minded parents and families to incorporate the work-around plan in their child's school. 
The second article is "The Hisways™ PLAVNIC RESOLUTION For Redress From The Supreme Court's Secular Religion in Public
Schools." which describes the PLAVNIC plan and provides the objectives for licensing the work-around plan in the local public school
system.  The purpose for The Resolution page is to establish the basic non denominational parameters of operation and policy upon which the
major denominations of the USA's default religion can agree.  When the nondenominational Resolution is approved by the major
denominations it will maximize agreement among parents of multi denominational communities.  The PS issue isn't the 'gnats' of
denominationalism but swallowing the 'camels' of secularism. (Matt. 23:24)

       The PLAVNIC CPS solution has been developed from the perspective of an evangelical Christian parent, grandparent and tax payer

believing that the majority of obstacles to the preferred type of public education has been imposed by past and present Supreme Court
decisions.  After a little study it was observed the Supreme Court decisions began as a series of compromises between the new socialized
government education system from the 1840's to date; plus the 1859 Blaine Amendments (Catholic denominational discrimination both
federal and state) by which the antagonists still use to censure speech and thereby covertly establishing The Secularist State Religion.  On top
of these two, The Court waves new "emanations and penumbras" (smoke and mirrors) otherwise called "separation of church and state" to
deny free expression of the USA's default religion.  The PLAVNIC CPS solution is designed to fairly and constitutionally work-around all of
these obstacles.

      In order to demonstrate that it is not only possible but urgently necessary for parents to reshape their child's 'In Loco Parentis' 3D
' school

spirit, the following documents will be introduced to verify the basis for conscientious objection.

1st.   The first point to demonstrate is that The Supreme Court, maybe unknowingly, has established "The Secular Religion".  This

is demonstrated in: The Establishment of "The Secular Religion" in the USA. ,  This document actually came from another source;
but it is a very nice summary of some of the contemporary, multiple, unconstitutional, cumulative and interlocking Supreme Court
decisions which, collectively, has established The Secular Religion.  Here is our footnote excerpted from that page:  'The author of this
page understated the consequences of these Court decrees because most of these cases, plus the 6,000 other 'separation of church and

state' cases, apply toward the covert establishment of The Supreme Court's Secular Religion especially where the court denies Truth,

and denies 'the free expression' of religion, and requires that worm of infidelity: 'a secular purpose'.

2nd.   The second point is proselytism 8D
.. How "The Secular Religion" PROSELYTIZES In Public Schools.  This is

accomplished through a series of HISways™ articles of outrageous secular dogma in the public schools.  [Click through the Links OR

use the PopUps [ ]OR  FRAMES (Green) ], 1. Federal-Church.html [  ], The following document: 2. The "Engine of Atheism"
[  ], has this quote:

"It is capable of exact demonstration that if every party in the State has the right of excluding from the public schools whatever he

does not believe to be true, then he that believes most must give way to him that believes least, and then he that believes least must

give way to him the believes absolutely nothing, no matter in how small a minority the atheists and the agnostics may be."   This
excerpt was taken from A. A. Hodge's Evangelical Theology. (1890).  Then those that believe nothing will give way to those who
believe that evil should be legal!

Excessive narrowing of facts and denial of truth and infusion of secular dogma is standard proselyting policy in today's modern public
school system.  Proof of the secular dogma continues with:  "What others are saying about the 3. "MAD" Curriculum [  ] ", and
the:  4. 'Table A' Duplicit Organizations [  ] , and, 5. "DECEIT of  'Sexual Orientation' [  ] which is an expose of 'The
Duplicit Organizations' proselytizing and recruitment document.  Consider whether 100+ years of proselytism has affected our
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American institutions e.g. family, church, community, corporate, and government.  Continuing with the public school's Sexual
Immorality curricula ,check our our new FLYER: Parental Non-Consent Form for Liberty Counsel's Human Sexuality Instruction,

Parental Non-Consent Form. (.pdf)   '

3rd. The third point to demonstrate is not a Hisways goal.  It is a poignant political exercise that majestically and emphatically

confirms basis points one and two.  It is entitled: How To Disestablish "The Secular Religion": Using Thomas Jefferson's Model. [
Applying Thomas Jefferson's 1777 Draft of The Religious Freedom Act. ][ ] ,  This Hisways quote describes the point of the
exercise:  `This modified model is designed to pose an answer to the hypothetical question: "Would Jefferson have added similar

comments like these if he knew that he had to also disestablish The Secular Religion for the sake of religious liberty?"`

Another related, but very important point makes it very clear that the Virginia legislature was not at all concerned about limiting the
religious expression of other religions foreign to America!  The footnote is reprinted here for instant clarity:

' 2. This Jefferson quote, made after passage of the Act, refers to the 3rd bullet of Section I. of this document.  "The Bill for

Establishing Religious Freedom ... met with opposition, but, with some mutilations [deletions] in the preamble, it was finally

passed and a singular proposition proved that its protection of opinion was meant to be universal.  Where the preamble

declares that coercion [of body and mind] is a departure from the plan of the holy author of our religion, an amendment was
proposed, by inserting the words 'Jesus Christ,' so that it should read, `a departure from the plan of Jesus Christ, the holy

author of our religion.'  The insertion was rejected by a great majority, in proof that they meant to [protect] the Jew and the

Gentile, the Christian and Mahometan, the Hindoo, and Infidel of every denomination."  -- Thomas Jefferson 1821.' (ref.

Footnote #2)

Thomas Jefferson also touches on 'public contributions' i.e. school taxes which clarifies the parent versus the tax payer debate.
Once it is accepted that The Supreme Court's covert Secular Religion actually exists, and, that it quashes free expression; and, that it
truly proselytizes public school children, families and communities it is simple to see how and why parents, teachers and tax payers of
the default religion of the USA have been denied their religious freedoms especially in public schools to the detriment of many
generations!

The evangelical parent is now set to execute The Resolution and The Petition for immediate redress by conscientious objection. The Petition
is shorter and complete and is presented first [ ] "The Parents' PLAVNIC PETITION For Redress From The Supreme Court's Secular
Religion in Public Schools." .

The Resolution is a work-in-progress and is presented for the evangelical denominations of the USA's default religion as a nondenominational
resolution for approval for their members: [ ] , "The Hisways PLAVNIC RESOLUTION For Redress From The Supreme Court's
Secular Religion in Public Schools." .

The final paper in this series explains: (1.) Who is, and What is, The Secular Religion? .  It also explains:  (2.)  Why "The Secular Religion"
is in every classroom; and,  (3.)  Why it will always exist in every classroom.  (4.)  And, why it is important for parents and teachers to handle
it with The HISways PLAVNIC License in the classroom rather than The Supreme Courtroom.  This also includes an explanation of our
philosophy of education.

Final note:  If The Petition doesn't generate sufficient neighborhood children to fill the whole "neighborhood school", consideration
will be given for a Hisways PLAVNIC CPS License to be applied to a fraction of the school's classrooms.
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